
Term 2 Newsletter

Here are the main areas of learning for

P4/5. Please note that all children learn

and make progress at different rates.

Some learners require further challenge,

whilst others require support and

consolidation of previous learning.

 

Literacy & EnglishLiteracy & English

P4/5

Spelling:  We are learning that a sound/ phoneme can be
 represented by different spellings

 Please see weekly homework for details.

Grammar P4-using a/an, plural nouns, perfect tense, conjunctions
Grammar P5 Adverbs and Adverbials, Fronted adverbials

Revising conjunctions- Conjunctions to express time and cause
Paragraphs, Standard and non-standard verbs

Homophones
Writing -Structuring a paragraph using the single paragraph

 outline. 
Persuasive Writing and Report Writing.

Cursive Handwriting
Re ading-Skimming and scanning

Predicting
Class novel- Fir Luck, historical context - 

The Highland Clearances: 



P4-Addition and Subtraction- formal methods to 1000 and
beyond

Multiplication and Division by 2,3,4,5,6,8,10
Fractions- focus on 5ths and 10ths

Money - calculating change and making totals
Position and Movement

Grid References
Weight- grams and kilograms

P5- Fractions, Decimals and Percentages -finding unit
fractions of a number, comparing and ordering fractions,

creating equal fractions, recognising, identifying and
writing decimal fractions up to one decimal place, 
Budgeting to £20 and beyond, managing money and

comparing costs, 
 Patterns and Relationships -exploring number sequences

and number patterns. 

Numeracy & MathsNumeracy & Maths

Health & WellbeingHealth & Wellbeing

P4/5

 Wellbeing Indicators - Active, Respected and Responsible.

Developing emotional literacy -Circle Time 

Learning the importance of mental wellbeing and 
developing 

personal coping strategies. 

PE
Gymnastics



 

 P4-Parts of the Mass
The 7 Sacraments

Preparing for the Sacrament of
Reconciliation

Preparing for the Sacrament of the
Eucharist. 

P5- Learning about the life of Jesus through
the Gospel of Mark. 

P4 & P5 Lent
Easter

Contexts for LearningContexts for Learning

R.E.R.E.

P4/5

P4- Science Testing Materials – learning about
their properties and why they are used for certain

things.  
P5- The Solar System 

Pupil Voice Group - The Mini Vinnies

Digital Literacy-PowerPoints
Scratch

SONAPPA Bandlab (P5)


